Class 4 Take Away Homework!
Summer 2 2017

Choose your homework from the menu below:
The Peri-ometer suggests the difficulty or challenge the homework may offer.
 You should hand in one piece of work every week (by Friday)
 Every term you should attempt at least one ‘EXTRA HOT’ task, you can have 2 weeks for this!
Create a Roman board game which
uses either facts that we have
learnt or any of your own Roman
research.

Create a model of a habitat –explain
what animals would you find there
and why are they suited to that
environment.

Design and make a new weapon for
the Romans to use. Make sure that
you can explain what it is and why it
would have been useful.

Write a description of a Roman
battle. Think carefully about
working on your own writing targets.

What evidence can you find about
the impact that the Romans had on
our lives today. Show your findings
in any way that you like!

Research Roman Emperors and find
out how long they ruled for. Present
your findings on a bar graph. Try to
include the Emperor who ruled for
the longest/ shortest time.

Write at least 5 Maths word
problems that include multiplication
and division. Make sure you can work
out the answers too!

Visit a local habitat and list/draw all
the animals you can see there/you
think live there. Do you know any
facts about them?

Create a character profile of a
famous Roman. Make sure you
include information about who they
were and why they were famous.

Make a simple poster demonstrating
what you know about fractions.
What are they? How can you show
½, ¼, 1/3 etc. Can you show any
equivalent fractions?

Create a dictionary of any words
and phrases linked to our Roman
topic.

Choose a number between 0 and
1000. Find at least 10 ways to make
the number. Try to use
addition/subtraction/
multiplication/ division. Remember
to challenge yourself!

